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When  adding  the  file  playback  capabilities  I  wanted  the  waveform  to  be  large enough to operate on, without detracting from the rest of the display. I placed it at the top of the interface and kept it within the vertical boundaries of the delay banks. To make the tool more precise I added the ability to zoom in and out of the selected audio waveform.  I also added controls  to change the mouse behaviour, 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allowing  the  audio  to  be  selected,  to move  this  selection,  and  also  to  send  the position, which was sent to the file playback system.  
At this stage I felt that the background was too simplistic. Taking a cue from the 
Ambient  application  I  experimented  with  adding  images  to  the  background.  I chose  a  suitable  picture  that  I  felt was  in  keeping with  the  colour  scheme  and used  this  as  the  background.  To  increase  the  sense  of  depth  in  the  interface  I chose  to  alter  the  ‘alpha’  setting  of  Max  5’s10  object  colours  to  make  the  Max objects on the interface appear translucent.  
 
Figure 4.7 Adding file playback capabilities, filters, MIDI, and a background picture. 
I also decided to save a small amount of space on the interface, by combining a ‘multislider’ and ‘meter~’ object, in to a gain control and display. When I added the filter and compression sections to each delay bank, it seemed logical to                                                         10 A list of ‘what’s new’ in Max/MSP 5 can be found at: http://www.cycling74.com/docs/max5/vignettes/intro/docnew.html  (accessed 2.6.11) 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expand the application horizontally. By doing this I was also able to increase the size of the file playback ‘waveform~’ object, and also the playback mode selection area. I felt that visually this made the application easier to use as the extra width allowed for more space between the various interface objects, giving the software a more expansive feel.  
As a common action when using the application is recording into the delay banks, I decided to make it as clear as possible when the record mode was enabled. I did this by making the ‘Record Enable’ and delay bank record functions pulse red to indicate that recording was taking place. I also added this feature for the control that recorded the various audio outputs of the application. 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As I was using the ‘tab’ object for the filter selections, I noted that the default behaviour was to highlight any selection. I decided to make the whole object grey when the selection was off. My reasoning for this was to avoid any needless colouration and to highlight only what was relevant in the interface.  
During the period where the software was being tested, I noted that it would be useful to build a help section into the software. I decided to use Max/MSP’s ‘ubutton’ object to define areas on a screenshot of the application.  When the mouse is moved over the areas, only that area remains displayed, with the rest of the screenshot being almost hidden with the ‘panel’ object. I then used this blank space to detail any information related to the specified area.  
When designing the effects section I adopted a similar approach using a different picture for the background and making many of the objects see‐through. I also incorporated the gain controls from the main window but positioned them horizontally before and after each effect. In order to be able to display the varied effects chain, I used the ‘bpatcher’ feature in Max/MSP. This allows the developer to embed one patch within another. In this case I embedded nine copies of an effects patch into the effects section of the software. Within each patch there are the various effects, which can be configured in a way so that when the user selects an effect, the correct effect is shown. 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Figure 4.9 The interface for the effects section of the software, showing all available effects. 
Other Musical Examples In the composition ‘Loop1’ I use the application to create a loop that has its component parts recorded in to separate delay banks. I use a loop as the backbone of the composition over which field recordings are layered. I utilised the recording function to record the component parts of the loop separately and faded in and out parts of the loop as the composition progressed. The audio recorded from the application was left running in the delay banks for a period of two to three hours. I found that this enhanced the high frequency loss and gave the audio a rounded character that would have been a stark contrast to the precision of sample based looping. 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The composition ‘Jigglr’ uses the application in exactly the same way. Only a bass guitar is overdubbed to provide a focal point to the composition. I found that using the application in this way was particularly rewarding from a compositional perspective. I became fascinated with creating short loops that were interesting enough to be played for the duration of a composition and how the parts of these loops could be faded in and out to highlight different parts of the composition. The compositions ‘RiddimDraft’ and ‘ForJess’ use sounds created in the application as a backdrop to beat based experimentation. In the composition ‘ForJess’ I used both loops and drones, and all of the harmonic sounds except the obvious synth bass were from the application. I employed pitch shifting techniques in Cubase which are particularly evident at 1:20 where the main drone is pitched to provide a chord sequence. 
Specific programming issues As the patch grew in size I became aware of the need to save processing power. The main way of saving processing power in Max/MSP is to turn a functions audio processing off when it is not being used. There are two ways to do this. Firstly, if the process takes place inside ‘poly~’ object, the processing can be stopped by sending the message ‘mute 0 1’ to the object. This turns the processing off for all instances or voices of the patcher. I implemented this behaviour for the granular playback which used the ‘poly~’ object. When the granular playback is not being used, the processing is turned off.  The other way to turn to minimize CPU usage is by using the ‘enable’ message to a subpatch. This has the same effect as the ‘mute’ message to the ‘poly~’ object, but 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also turns of MIDI processing in the patch. As I had built the effects section in a subpatch, it was obvious to provide an option of turning the processing in the subpatch on and off to the user. Also, each effect was loaded in to a bpatcher, making nine effects available at any given time. I encapsulated the processing of each effect in to a ‘poly~’ object so that selecting one effect turned off the processing of the other effects. This meant that when all nine effects were used, they were the only processes activated, instead of all thirty‐six. I also implemented the same process on each of the filters in the application, creating an abstraction that used the ‘poly~’ object. This abstraction also faded between the filter states preventing any clicks that I became apparent when working with lower frequencies. When I was creating the record function, I became aware that I had to set the file name of each channel that I wanted to record. This was time consuming, so I devised a way of setting a file name automatically so that I only needed to set the directory, which the recorded audio was being saved to. This involved using the time and date to form a filename which was sent to the various ‘sfrecord~’ objects. When this was complete I could record any number of different takes without having to set a filename each time I wanted to record them. 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2.2 – Generative 
Foundations and development process Whilst I appreciate methods of composition that allow the user to control many aspects of the creative process, I am also interested in building systems that require minimal user input to generate interesting and diverse results within bounded parameters (unlike the more varied output of Forester). It was this interest in random functions within clearly delineated boundaries that lead me to create an installation during my undergraduate degree, which had no emphasis on user interaction with the computer itself. The original project required the participant to speak, sing, or play an instrument into a microphone while various aspects of the audio were analysed. The data from this analysis was used to generate music using oscillators and granular synthesis of the analysed audio. On completion of this project I felt that there were components of the project I wanted to explore more deeply, specifically the granular synthesis of the input audio. Also, I felt that while the installation worked well, there was no real scope to use it as a compositional tool.  
Similarly when reviewing the Ambient and Forester applications the features that impressed me most where the random aspects, and how the sound created by the applications could vary with little or no user input. I knew that with this project I wanted to create an application with similar randomisation, but one that was more applicable to my compositional needs. Whilst I enjoyed the variations in pitch of the Ambient application I felt that I wanted to explore a more natural reproduction of the input audio and focus on variations in playback position and other granular parameters. 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With the Feedback application complete, I had a useful tool for creating drones. However, it produced a specific type of drone that was fairly static without user interaction. With this second application, I was interested in building an application that created evolving drones automatically. I wanted to focus on immersing the user in the sound of the specified audio using granular synthesis. To do this I took the fundamental idea of analysing an audio signal from my undergraduate project and applied it to build a tool that could create a continually evolving soundscape. I wanted to create a type of granular playback that did not affect the input audio too drastically, and that kept the character of the audio intact. My initial goal was to work towards creating a system that allowed me to play a short riff or motif of around 10‐15 seconds in length that immersed the listener in the sound recorded.  I did not want to use small grains typically associated with granular synthesis for this purpose, but longer ones that played back enough of the analysed audio to create a faithful representation of the audio. Like the Feedback application I was interested in both file and ADC audio inputs, so I added the ability to select the input audio from a loaded file, or by simultaneously recording and analysing an audio signal from the ADC input. 
The first step in the development was to decide what information to analyse. Like my undergraduate project, I decided to focus on the amplitude of the audio. I created a peak detection system that would record each sample position that was above a certain threshold, and the sample position when the amplitude fell below a certain level. I decided to call these sample positions ‘segments’.  When the end point of a segment was found, a new segment could be defined. During testing this system I noted that certain audio files or audio inputs did not easily generate 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segments when there were peaks in the audio. To combat this problem I decided to build two controls that were displayed on the user interface. The first control I named ‘sensitivity’. This changed the amplitude threshold allowing more segments to be defined during the analysis stage. The second control ‘release time’ was created because during the analysis I occasionally generated many segments that were close to each other in time.  This release time control meant that a new segment could not be defined until the release time had elapsed, which helped to gain more significant amplitude data from the analysed audio.   
I chose to have four separate granular devices that would be represented by playheads indicating the playback position on a waveform display of the analysed audio. I decided on four devices because I wanted to be able to accentuate the evolving aspect of the synthesis. With one device, the resulting audio is not only less eventful but it also is not as rich in texture. Also, this number created an acceptable level of CPU usage when the application was running.  
The way I used the segments was to split them between the four devices.  The start and end times of the segments were then used as points for each devices playback location to travel between during the granular synthesis. To facilitate the evolving aspect of the synthesis, I began to think about some form of sequencer that would drive the movement of the playheads and the parameters of the granular synthesis. In broad terms I wanted to create a movement from a calm quiet state, through to an erratic loud state. To do this I outlined six states, with lengths from 15 to 35 seconds that were to send various values to the granular synthesis devices that would change the sound. 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At this stage I needed to define which parameters would be altered and also how they would be altered.  The granular synthesis component had parameters for the interval between grains, the length of the grain, the playback start point, and the pitch of the grain. Firstly, I wanted to define the ranges that these parameters could fall between. To do this I created a control that allowed me to effectively audition the parameters by using the segment start points as the playback position and altering the other parameters manually. Using this manual process I was able to refine the parameters in real‐time whilst listening to their effect on the synthesis. This allowed me to specify accurately the ranges I wanted the parameters to fall between. During this process I was conscious of the original idea of trying to create an immersive effect to the synthesis and set the ranges of the parameters to best replicate this effect.   
My next task was to facilitate the evolving aspect to the sound that I desired. To do this I divided the parameters between the six states, with the longer less erratic parameters assigned to state one, and as the states progressed to state six the grains changed more in pitch and the interval between each grain became shorter. I wanted the progression through the states to be sequential, so I created a system whereby each state was preceded by a neighbouring state. This meant that the progression of the variation retains a character that is independent of the source audio. I defined the new states with a probability weighting that allowed me to influence whether a certain state moved up or down the number scale. This was configured in a way that biased the progression towards the middle states, meaning that states one or six provide a contrast to the most common middle states. 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Figure 5. A section of the probability sequencer that drives the granular playback of the analysed audio. The different weightings for each state are visible as well as ‘change frequencies’ which alter the speed at which new playback locations are given, and the length of the interpolation between them. 
An obvious way of achieving the evolving sound I was interested in was to interpolate between the values. This worked well for the grain interval and grain length, but I felt that the playback location was too static. To combat this problem I devised a system that utilised both the start and end times of each segment. When a new segment number was given, the start and end times are interpolated so that the playback location is continually evolving. In addition to this I created a value that interpolated from 1‐10 that was then scaled to the start and end points of the segment. This value was derived from a low‐pass filtered ‘noise~’ object whose cutoff frequency was altered in keeping with the states. This provided a sophisticated variation of the playback position and came to be the single most important development in achieving the immersive, evolving soundscapes that I had intended to create using the application. The interpolation between playback locations also provided a pseudo time‐stretching effect11, with longer interpolations seeming to stretch the playback of the audio, and shorter ones speeding the playback up. This time stretching aspect was possible by overlapping the grains, which meant that a new grain was triggered before an old                                                         11  Time‐Stretching: An effect that lengthens or shortens the playback of an audio file, without altering the pitch. 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grain had finished. When combined with a continually changing playback location this time stretching effect was achieved. I feel that in this particular part of the application the use of the random values derived from the ‘noise~’ object were essential to the organic nature of the sound created. 
Through observing the behaviour of the application I noticed that there were occasions when a pattern emerged in the variation of the playback location. I had programmed the segments to be changed via the ‘drunk’ object, which is designed to move sequentially from one number to another in either direction. I realised that this was causing the pattern that I observed and built an additional feature in to the segment selection. The step size of the object was scaled so that during the more erratic states there were larger steps. The effect of this was to add more randomisation to the application, and it successfully eradicated the pattern that I viewed originally. In relation to this development I also created a control that allowed the user to randomise the current state. I named this control ‘Jump State’ and I thought that on occasion it was a useful for breaking up the sequential progression of the states.  
With these developments I also began to think about how I would control the amplitude of the playback. I found that when using the mono input from the ADC, the playback was missing a vital stereo aspect that was present when using the file input. To solve this I created a panning control for each device. I linked this panning control into the states so that the higher the state, the wider the range within which the panning control would be set. This effect was a simple way of giving the ADC audio more depth and I feel that it was an important development in the overall sound of the application. I created an option for turning the 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automatic panning off so that this effect could be bypassed if I decided to use fixed panning values. I was also interested in the overall volume of the devices. I did not want the volume level to be static, so a simple interpolation of an amplitude value was used to vary the overall volume of each device. Again this control was linked with the states, with the calmer states being the quietest, and the more erratic states the loudest.  
To save time during the development, I chose to incorporate the gain and waveform display sections from my previous project and also the filters. I tailored the record function from the previous project so I had the ability to record each device and the ADC input individually.  Initially I did not feel the need to include the ADC input, but towards the end of my research I began to improvise over the analysed audio using my electric guitar. As this is was an addition that happened late on in the development stage I have yet to produce any compositions utilising it, however I do hope to explore compositions that do so in the future. 
During a discussion with one of the alpha testers, the lack of user interaction was put forward as one of the main drawbacks of the application. I recognised that at times it would be useful to take control of one of the playheads and use it in a manual capacity. Originally, I had designed the software to have minimal user input but I felt that the addition of manual control would allow the user to have more of an influence over the audio created and increase the flexibility of the application. I wanted to retain the character of the synthesis, so I chose to keep the granular parameters hidden from the display and created controls to alter the position of the playback heads. For this control, I included two options: firstly, the 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playback location could be altered by clicking on the waveform with the mouse ‐ this sent the playhead to the location clicked; the second method was by using a MIDI input that was scaled to the length of the analysed audio. When using this manual control I noted that the playback location was too static and built a variation control that randomised the position of the playhead when no user input was specified. This was achieved by sampling the output of a filtered noise signal. By using a low pass filter I was able to create a random variation that could be changed via the cutoff frequency and the amount applied to the playback position. I created controls for the cutoff, amount, and a ‘time’ control that allowed the user to smooth the signal resulting in less erratic variations. I also created a ‘slide time’ control to specify a time in milliseconds for the duration of the interpolation from one playback location to another. I created ‘user’ or ‘automatic’ modes for each device so that they each granular device’s playhead could be toggled between the automatic playback defined by the application, or manual control. 
Finally I created a MIDI section, which also used the MIDI learn function from the previous application. This allowed me to control the output gain of each device, the playback position, and also to switch between the ‘automatic’ and ‘user’ playback types.  
Other Musical Examples In the composition ‘Surgeon Grains’ I sampled a composition of the electronic artist Surgeon. I chose to use the audio from the beatless section of ‘Floorshow 1.2’ at 1:54 as the source for the granulation. I wanted to extend this part, and use the application to create a soundscape from it. I analysed the part ensuring that I 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found enough segments to generate an interesting output. For the composition I mainly wanted to let the ‘automatic’ functions of the granular devices play out over the piece’s duration. Towards the end of the composition I employed the ‘user’ playback mode on one of the devices, which I controlled via a Korg Nano Kontrol using the applications MIDI learn function.  
For the composition ‘Gliese’ I decided to use the ADC input to realise my original idea of immersing the listener in a motif of around 10‐15 seconds in length. I used an electric guitar to provide this riff and let the ‘automatic’ playback occur for ten minutes. I added some post‐production to the audio, using a small amount of EQ and reverb to finish off the piece. This piece is perhaps the best example I have produced of how the application can be used to transform a relatively small motif in to an extended soundscape that is continually evolving both in playback position and granular synthesis.  
The application also had a less significant role in the composition ‘Amb 03’ where I used one device in ‘user’ mode to alter the playback position of a field recording, which was used by the application. The main drone in this composition was created by the Feedback application demonstrating that the two applications were not exclusive and could be used together in one composition.  
 User Interface In order to make the application as clear as possible, I assigned a fairly large portion of the screen to the waveform displays. I positioned the file waveform at the top of the interface and the analysed waveform at the bottom. 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I decided again to use a picture as the background to the software. I auditioned a number of pictures and settled on a picture taken at night. As this picture was striking in its colour, many of the standard colours of the Max objects did not work well with it. I chose to take cues from the colours of the photograph and use the orange colour of the streetlights for some of the colours of the objects. Similar to the last software I also chose to make many of the objects see‐through to include more of the background picture, increasing the sense of depth.  
I replicated the layout of the previous application, with the input on the left, the main focus of the application in the middle, and the output section on the right. I saw no reason to vary this theme, and feel that it creates a sense of continuity between the two pieces of software. When positioning the user interface objects I wanted to use the picture as a guide. My reasoning for this was that the picture has many features, and is not a simple background image like the previous application. By placing the objects relative to the features in the picture I feel that the user interface is clearer than if I had ignored the background picture.    In figure 5.1, the lamppost on the left separates the input section and the waveform and sensitivity controls, and that the gain controls are placed on the road, with the central white line splitting the four controls in the middle. 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I also included an interactive help section, with the same design as the Feedback software. This displayed a picture of the background and allowed the user to mouse over various parts of the software to reveal the functions of the various controllable parameters. 
Specific programming issues I had originally scaled the sliders that distributed the segments using the length of the segments. This actually made distributing the segments evenly fairly difficult, because if two or three segments were of a similar length they could not be separated easily. Looking for a solution to this problem I found that the ‘coll’ object had an option of sorting its contents via an index. As I was storing the start time, the end time, and the duration, I was able to sort the contents of the ‘coll’ by the duration. This allowed the segment length cutoff controls to be far more precise, as they were scaled the number of segments found. In addition to this I often found myself trying to separate the segments equally to all four devices. As this was time consuming, I automated this process so that once an analysis is finished, the application separates the segments between each granular device as equally as possible. 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Towards the end of my research I decided to see what objects were taking up the most CPU. I noticed that the ‘waveform~’ objects I was using to draw the playheads for each device took up a large portion of the applications CPU usage. I decided to use the ‘LCD’ object to draw the playheads as this reduced the CPU usage significantly. Initially it appeared not to have much of a difference, however when I limited the drawing rate to update once every 50 milliseconds it became a useful refinement.  My final addition to the program was the ability to turn the processing of each device off. I added an option to toggle this feature next to each devices gain slider on the main user interface. Primarily this development was to save CPU when not all four devices were needed, but it was also useful as a way of muting the devices.  
2.3 – Sampler 
Foundations and development process As the previous two pieces of software were tailored to my interest in ambient styles of composition, I decided to make a piece of software that was designed to complement my more rhythmical beat‐based music. My preference is to use synthesis for the main focal point of this type of music, but I am also interested in using samples in a rhythmical way. One artist who exemplified this technique at the start of the 21st century was Akufen, the musical pseudonym of the Canadian artist, Marc Leclair. His style of ‘microsampling’ is a technique using small fragments of often unrelated audio material as samples that are used within the context of a dance music composition. As I have used samples extensively in my own work, I know that it can be time consuming to find usable fragments of 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sound to use. I became interested in creating a piece of software that automated this process. I was less concerned with the human process of defining what constituted a usable sample, as this brings with it many subjective connotations. My idea was to create a system that allowed me to generate random samples, meaning that I would have no control over where the sample began. The attraction of this idea was that samples could be generated that I may never have found via a manual process, opening up all parts of the audio file as potential sample material. I chose to have sixteen ‘voices’ of the sampler. Meaning that sixteen different samples could be played back independently of each other. As I planned to use the application in conjunction with a sequencer, it was logical to use MIDI to trigger the samples. I created a MIDI input system whereby I could specify the MIDI input and channel that triggered the samples. The samples are triggered by MIDI notes that start at C3 (or 60) and the finish at D#4 (or 75). Whilst a standard MIDI input from a sequencer or MIDI keyboard is useful, I decided it would also be beneficial to allow a MIDI control input to trigger the samples. This is because I use a Korg NanoKontrol, which has pad style buttons that I could use for triggering the samples. 
 
Figure 6. The control input dialog allows MIDI control data from Pads to be used to trigger the samples. In this picture, samples one and three are being triggered. 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At this stage in the development I was simply triggering the playback of the loaded file and whilst this provided interesting sample start points, I felt that I needed more control over the playback of the sample. The first feature I implemented was the ability to loop the sample. This meant that if the note that triggered the sample was held for a duration longer than the sample’s length, it would begin to play from the beginning. I found that this effect was interesting when applied to multiple samples of different lengths as it created a continually changing rhythmical structure as the different samples looped together. This effect can be heard in the composition ‘Aphex Plink’ which was created using the control input of my Nano Kontrol MIDI controller. To create samples of varying lengths I set the random range to between 300 and 1000 milliseconds and randomised all of the voices. In the composition I tried to create a sense of continuity by triggering four samples that started the piece, while I triggered other samples to vary this main motif. When I had recorded the audio from the application I added some post‐production in Cubase, which involved layering the audio file created, adding delays, equalisation, and reverb. I feel that buy using a single take as the core of the composition I retained a ‘live’ aspect which gave it a slightly unpredictable element that I enjoyed. 
The next stage was to focus on the amplitude of the sample. As the software was conceived with rhythmical applications in mind, it was obvious to add an amplitude envelope that was triggered when the sample was played. I used the ‘function’ object, which I scaled to the length of the sample. I also used the object’s sustain feature which allowed me to specify a point that would be used to define the amplitude level if the sample was looped for longer than the duration 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of the sample. I also added a control named ‘velocity scale’. I created this function because I wanted to allow for variations in the overall amplitude of the sample. For this I used the MIDI velocity data, which has a range of 0‐127 to scale the volume of the sample. This could be set within a range of zero to one, allowing the full range of amplitudes or a reduced range to keep the volume above a certain level. I implemented this function for each sample, which gave me the option of different scaling settings for each voice. To finish the variation of amplitude I created a panning control. On completion of this section I had much more control over the playback of the sample, and felt that I could use these new features in a creative way. 
 
Figure 6.1 MIDI from the program Cubase triggers the samples. In this example, the velocities are varied, allowing me to play voices back at different amplitudes using the scaling feature. 
I designed the application so that when a file is loaded 16 random sample start points in the loaded file are assigned to the 16 voices. I created a function to randomise the start point of each voice individually or to randomise all voice’s start points together. This function of randomising all voices was to become the focus of my next developments, which were designed to generate a diverse range of samples from the loaded audio. 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As much of Akufen’s cut‐up style works involve contrasting samples, I allowed a folder of files to be loaded so that each voice could have a random file during randomisation. In addition to this I also added pitch shifting, which was set either by selecting a note on the ‘kslider’ object which changed the pitch relative to the equal tempered scale, or by altering a floating point number to access the pitches between the notes. I also included a filter with filter type, cutoff, and resonance settings. With this variety of processes I recognised a need to automate the randomisation process so that I could randomise all of the voices, generating a varied list of parameters. To do this I created a ‘random settings’ section that allowed me to specify ranges that the parameters would fall between. This included setting the range of the length of the sample, the range of the filter cutoff and resonance settings, and also the range of the panning. The range of the pitch shifting could also be set, with a choice of a pitch that was changed via the ‘kslider’ object, or via the floating point control. Whether the loop, and envelope were activated could also be randomised, as well as varying the filter type. Also, if a folder was loaded, a random file could be selected for each voice.  With this section finished I was able to randomise each voice within defined ranges and I feel that I successfully integrated enough control over the randomisation processes to guide the computer in generating samples that I wanted to use. 
When using the application with certain files I noticed that the randomisation of the sample start point would be at the beginning or end of an audio file, which was silent. I thought that with certain rhythmical applications this produced an interesting effect of leaving a space in the audio pattern where there would normally be a sample. However, in general this effect was problematic, so I 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created a function that allowed the audio file to be cropped so that the silence could be removed. This could also be used to crop the audio file to a specific part of the file with which to take samples from. Again, through using the software I noted that when randomising every voice to generate a new set of samples, I would sometimes overwrite a sample that I wanted to keep. To solve this problem I built a feature that allowed the exclusion of a sample from the randomisation process. This meant that I could keep the samples I liked and use the ‘randomise all’ process again to generate new samples in place of the old samples that I deemed unusable. By creating this feature I exercised more control over the randomisation process, and the application became more of a tool to generate usable samples, as opposed to generating completely random audio material.  
Occasionally, I generated a sample that I wanted to play back at different pitches, like a traditional pitched sampler. To facilitate this I created a feature that allowed copying of one sample to a different voice or to all voices. Once copied, I could then set the pitch via the ‘kslider’ object. I did not use this feature very often but felt that it was a worthwhile addition to the application.  
As the software is designed with studio based work in mind, it was important for me to be able to recall the source audio files and all the various parameters of each voice. Using the ‘pattr’ family of Max/MSP objects allowed me to do this, and ensured that I was able to recall presets effectively.  
Like the other two projects, the sound output is based largely on the sample used. When using the features from the random settings section of the program, a wide variety of sounds can be created from the input audio. The most notable changes 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being via pitch shifting, filtering, and looping. Whilst the sample playback is fairly simple and is ultimately the aim of the software, it is the way in which the user arrives at specific samples that is the more important process. 
Other Musical Examples  I include the audio ‘Sampler Strings’ as an example of the ‘randomise all’ function and how this can be used to generate useful samples. In this example I use this function repeatedly to generate 16 new samples that are triggered by a looping MIDI from a sequencer, similar to figure 6.1. As the example progresses I alter the length of the samples and finally the pitch of the samples to show how these functions can be used to provide usable sounds from a compositional perspective.     
User Interface In keeping with the other two pieces of software, I chose the similar design of overlaying the user interface objects on to a background picture. I chose to colour many of the user interface objects white as I felt this gave the software a look that was more attractive, and also provided a less fatiguing contrast compared with darker interface colours in relation to the background.  To provide a way of recalling each samples parameters I used the ‘preset’ object, which also doubled as a control to navigate to the different samples. This allowed the user to click on a circle numbered from one to sixteen, which recalled the settings of the corresponding voice. To help the user navigate the samples, a MIDI note within the range of the triggered samples makes the corresponding preset blink white. This feature was implemented by positioning a ‘bang’ object behind each circle of the preset object, which blinked when the corresponding sample 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was played. I had originally planned to use a playhead display with the ‘waveform~’ object, like the previous two pieces of software, but as many of the samples were short, the speed at which the playhead was moving made it jump between parts of the waveform. Instead, I chose to highlight the background of the ‘waveform~’ object when the sample was triggered. 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When working with looping MIDI from the sequencer, it became difficult to identify which sample corresponded to which voice as many of the presets could flash at short intervals. To remedy this, I created a solo function that muted all other voices, leaving only the selected voice playing. 
Finally I created a help section with the same design as the other two pieces of software that allowed the user to mouse over a picture of the interface, revealing information about the controllable parameters of the software. 
Specific programming issues During the start of the development I was fortunate enough to discover a new object in development that was offered by Cycling 74 on their online forum12. ‘polybuffer~’ is an object that groups a collection of ‘buffer~’ objects in to one object. It allows the user to load a folder of audio files that can be referenced via other objects without having to create a collection of buffers in which to store the audio. The advantage of this is that when using the object, the developer does not need to create an unknown number of ‘buffer~’ objects in which to store the audio, and does not need to limit the amount of files in a folder that the user can load. I found that using the ‘groove~’ object to drive the playback of the samples was particularly useful for the looping function, as the object was designed with this application in mind. In relation to this I used parts of an abstraction included with the examples of Max 5 called ‘grooveduck2’13 which helped to reduce the clicks 
                                                        12 http://cycling74.com/forums/topic.php?id=26356  (accessed 2.6.11) 13 On a macintosh computer with Max/MSP loaded, the file is located here: /Applications/Max5/examples/sequencing‐looping/audio‐rate‐sequencing‐looping/lib/grooveduck2.maxpat 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caused by the jump in sample values from the final sample of the loop, to the first sample of the new loop. I designed the interface of the application so that I had one set of user interface objects that would display the parameters of the selected voice. When a voice was selected the parameters were recalled, but were also saved when they were altered. To do this I used the ‘poly~’ object’s instance number to formulate a message which was sent to the various ‘receive’ objects inside the instance. This allowed me to target the instance from the main user interface using the ‘forward’ object which was given a message containing a number that correlated with the ‘receive’ objects inside the ‘poly~’ object. I also designated a slot in the ‘pattrstorage’ object for the files loaded, the output filter settings, the MIDI input settings, the overall volume settings and the control input settings. All of this information needed to be saved and reloaded using the ‘pattrstorage’ object, which was not completely straightforward. When loading a preset I had to run through the voices in sequence, similar to the ‘randomise all’ function in order to send the various parameters to the correct instances inside the ‘poly~’ object. I also had to recall the slot, which contained the other parameters listed above.  
In order to facilitate the ‘randomise all’ function I employed a process of automatically changing to a voice, triggering the random parameter generation, and so on until the 16 samples had been randomised. If a voice was excluded this was removed from the randomisation process. 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Conclusion of research  On completion of the research I feel that I have created three useful software tools that are relevant to my compositional needs. I often use the Feedback software when composing drone or loop based music, and have been increasingly using the other two pieces when composing both ambient and beat‐based music. The link between the three projects is that they all use samples as a source and random number features to create a sense of organic evolution or variance in the final sound that is compositionally rich. This is in contrast with a number of other prototypes I worked on during my research, which utilised oscillator‐based synthesis. I created a conventional equal tempered scale synthesiser, and a more experimental synthesiser using sustained sine waves. Whilst I enjoy using these prototypes and include them in my compositions, I chose to exclude them from my submission as I do not think they are of the same quality as the other pieces of software, both in the originality of the idea, and the range of the sound output. In addition to this, I feel that oscillator based synthesis has a narrower application than sample based processes, which have more potential for manipulation and variation. 
Almost as important as the function of the tools, is the fact that have proved genuinely useful to create music and are highly stable stand alone applications. When using Max/MSP, I have always been interested in creating interfaces that are attractive to the user and easy to use, and as I have many Max/MSP prototypes left unfinished, it is fulfilling to see my ideas developed to the stage of a completed application. 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I also feel strongly about distributing the applications in the future and I am currently in the process of establishing a large user base for which future pieces of software could be targeted. 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